FLINT HILLS 2017
INTER-REGION VISIT
Ames, Iowa & Omaha, Neb.
Ames has experienced 8.9 percent population growth since 2007. Economic
growth has maintained steady pace along with Iowa State University
enrollment. In October 2017, Flint Hills Inter-Region Visit members attended
five sessions at Iowa’s 7th-largest population center, and one more at
Nebraska’s largest city.

Produced by Manhattan Area Chamber of Commerce
Manhattan.org/FlintHillsIRV
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Partnerships and hearty collaborations
set tone for Flint Hills visit to Ames, Iowa
Numerous shared demographics and cultural characteristics led to the selection
of Ames, Iowa, for Flint Hills travel contingent’s third inter-region visit. This
Big 12 city -- home to Iowa State University -- has seen its population increase
from 59,000 in 2010 to beyond 66,000 in 2016.
Ames has parlayed enviable economic growth through collaborative efforts, and
produced positive forward momentum when presented with economic
challenges. Areas of
concentration for the Flint Hills
IRV included Ames’ expanded
transit services (CyRide), sixcampus community college
(Des Moines Area CC), ISU
Research Park and USDA
Agricultural Research Service,
among others including topics
related to parks and recreation
Downtown Ames stages cultural events through its Main Street program.
department operations.
Flint Hills IRV travel group of 55 included
representatives from Geary County/
Junction City, Manhattan/Kansas State
University and Pottawatomie County.
The group visited with representatives of
Greater Omaha Economic Development
partnership as part of the two-day trip.
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Community Partnerships (Workforce Session):
Des Moines Area Community College
Des Moines Area Community College (DMACC) has concentrated its educational focus on three
program models that have delivered significant successes for the community college, which offers
252 degrees/programs/certificates at six campuses. These program models include:
•

Education-based (12-18 credits; 2 hours/day): teach entry-level skills as the primary focus;
examples of career progression include auto mechanics, culinary arts and health occupations.
o High schools identify programs to be offered based on student interest and whether
deficiency of opportunities at HS level.
o Provides employable technical skills for students to enter workforce immediately
upon HS graduation.

•

Business industry: teach technical skills with classroom laboratories
and industry-based equipment; career examples include business
communication/technology, multi-disciplinary engineering,
health/human services, biosciences and renewable energy. Learn about
various career options.

•

Training programs: designed with pre-apprenticeship programs as
the catalyst. Examples include welding academy and industrial
maintenance. Acclimate students to expectations so they may begin
careers in a specific area.
Randy Gabriel, DMACC

“We want to train prospective employees to do ‘this’; no matter what this is,”
Gabriel said … “acclimate the student to their (work) culture. The primary focus is to get these
students involved as quickly as possible.”
School districts drive the curriculum, entirely. Gabriel noted the instance when an advanced
manufacturing course was initiated wholly by DMACC without school district appraisal. The
investment turned out to be $475,000 budgeted over three years; the course merited 13 enrollees and
was promptly scrapped.
“If they’re not involved, it won’t go,” Gabriel summarized of school district backing for DMACC
programs.
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DMACC funding avenues
As part of its education funding formula, the state of Iowa provides supplementary weighted
funding on per pupil basis for each K-12 student enrolled in community college credit course (based
on course type/instruction time). This funding is directed to K-12 schools and not the community
college. However, DMACC charges school districts (of participating students) for 2-hours/day
program ($950/semester if DMACC instructor; $120/semester if high school provided instructor).
“All instructors are hired from the industry to facilitate within the industry,” Gabriel instructs. “The
Ames Chamber has been very involved to get us connected with (each) industry; (Iowa State), too.
“You help (students) make better decisions when they leave secondary schools. When they leave
school, they have options, and they’ve had experience in the business to know if it’s something they
want to do.”

ANALYSIS CONFIRMED BY SIMILAR STATE PROGRAMS BY IOWA COMMUNITY
COLLEGES SHOWED THAT IF DMACC BILLED K-12 SCHOOL DISTRICTS AT RATE
NECESSARY TO COVER ALL DMACC COSTS, PARTICIPATION WOULD DROP AT
SUCH A RATE THAT IT WOULD REDUCE STUDENT PARTICIPATION BELOW
THE THRESHOLD THAT WOULD RUN PROGRAMS. THE PROGRAMS
WOULD NOT BE VIABLE FROM A PARTICIPATION BASIS.
DMACC grants & more: DMACC and K-12 districts both have out-of-pocket expenses, as the
Career Academy and Business/Industry-based programs are not self-sustaining. DMACC relies
upon three sources of additional funding: education-based grants; workforce development-based
grants/programs; employer funding.

More about DMACC
Des Moines Area CC serves the eight surrounding communities in a 22-county region. One subregion includes Ames, which includes 13 school districts in a 25-mile radius. Buy-in happens,
Gabriel emphasizes, because DMACC principles meet frequently with guidance counselors and
principals. “These are their programs, and we’re sharing them,” he said. DMACC staffs seven
academic advisors.
Gabriel noted: “We enhance the relationships we have with K-12 schools by providing these
programs they’ve asked for. What we want from (students) is to make good, informed decisions
when they leave high school.”
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Top 10 Best Value Community Colleges
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

De Anza College (CA)
Orange Coast College (CA)
Meridian Community College (MS)
Saddlebrook College (CA)
Normandale Community College (MN)
Schoolcraft College (MI)
Hutchinson Community College (KS)
Santa Barbara City College (CA)
Anoka-Ramsey Community College (MN)
Des Moines Area Community College (IA)

Valuecolleges.com 2016 listing of Top 50 best value community colleges

Flint Hills Region takeaways
• School districts set curriculum initiatives for DMACC administrators to follow
• Instructors hired from business industry, typically within area to facilitate industry connections
• Utilize Chamber/ED relationships to benefit industry’s investment of time
• Shared labor/expense, educational and business/industry goals
• Enhanced relationship potential exists between Manhattan Tech with K-12 administrators
and civic organizations
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CyRide Program has become public transportation success story
The metropolitan bus system for Ames has gained immense traction from the initial city
collaboration (1976 origination) among the City of Ames, Iowa State University and ISU student
government body. The original door-to-door service began with six buses; at that time, Ames and
ISU each comprised one-third fewer numbers in terms of population/student enrollment.

CyRide motors ahead after 40 years
Forty years has witnessed dramatic
improvements for the city bus system, which
features 13 daily routes ($1.25 full fare).
Today, two-thirds of ISU students live off
campus, and comprise an astounding 94
percent of CyRide ridership (free student fares;
costs accounted for by student surcharge). ISU
student enrollment increases have steadily
CyRide Transit System includes 13 bus routes.
grown CyRide customer base annually for a 10year stretch until 2016, at which point ridership peaked at nearly 6.8 million.
CyRide’s 40-year anniversary coincided with record university enrollment (more than 36,000 for the
first time in Iowa State history). Transit Director Sheri Kyras said the CyRide transit program has
made a substantially positive impact on the Ames community.
“Students could not function without the system we have today. The catalyst was really students
who wanted to get more ‘into the community’, so that’s what started the conversation,” Kyras said.
Amazingly, Ames’ transit quotients have grown to a per capita status comparable to that of
Washington, D.C., with rider levels that exceed metro areas Boston, Chicago, Denver and nearby
Des Moines. Kyras attributes the long-term bus system growth to successful governance structure,
community vision related to transit and positive town-gown rapport between Ames and ISU.

CyRide Challenges
➢
➢
➢
➢

Maintain adequate staffing for route drivers
Transit corridor growth (control)
Sustain proper service levels given infrastructure growth
Sustain current service level with potential for lower ISU enrollment nos.
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Since 2010, the city’s funding level has decreased below 25 percent (collected via property tax) as
ISU students have accepted two-thirds of funding for the $11.4 million budget. For five years, the
university has picked up the tab on remaining 10 percent of funding expenditures. Further, CyRide
goals press to maintain levels of service throughout the community.
“Our goal is to have at least 80 percent of the community (reside) within the bus route; currently
we’re at 85 percent,” Kyras presented.
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Flint Hills Region takeaways
• Powered by ISU student initiative;
clear governance structure sets
tone for city involvement
• Efficient transit system eases
commuting routes for
bus/bike/pedestrian to reach
destinations
• Park-n-ride commuter lot situated
at campus athletics parking lot
further reduces drive-time traffic
• Increased dialogue between entities moved the process along seamlessly
• Infrastructure cost savings incurred via savings attributed to less street traffic

“Students could not function
without the system we have today.”
Sheri Kyras, Ames transit director
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Ames city bus tour

Bus tour guided by Chamber President Randy Culhane
Ames has witnessed continuous population growth and enhanced economic development projects
in much of the last decade. The city has been selected as the Best Place to Live in Iowa (2017, Niche
website) and as the top Midwest City For Affordability and Livability (2017, TurboTenant).
Ames is home to such internationally-renowned companies as 3M (global sciences), BASF (world’s
largest chemical producer) and Boehringer Ingelheim (global research pharmaceuticals). By way of
Ralston, Iowa, Renewable Energy Group provides lower-carbon intensity products/services, and is
an international producer of biomass-based diesel and advanced biofuels plus renewable chemicals
developer. REG’s operations center is based in Ames.

Iowa State University Investment
Recently completed on the Iowa State campus was the Biosciences Center for Advanced Teaching
and Research. Similarly, adjacent to campus as Aggieville for K-State, Iowa State University’s
Campustown region has experienced $200 million in recent economic investments and is home to
86 businesses. Not far from Ames/Campustown, Minneapolis/St. Paul developers have built 5-6floor flats for student apartments, with a boutique hotel to open summer 2018.
“We’re seeing more and more companies dip their toe into the water with projects, and then it
grows into something more,” Ames Chamber president Randy Culhane said.
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Ames Infrastructure
Emergency services’ new entrance has enriched Mary Greeley Medical Center ($130 million
modernization project included new hospital wing). Two new hotels have opened around Ames in
the last 18 months, which include Hampton Inn and Suites and the TownePlace Suites by Marriott,
each within five miles of campus.
Flint Hills Region takeaways
• Aggieville Community Vision Plan has developed a process through which the
entertainment district addresses parking and future development
• Out-of-state developers have contributed a significant economic impact to Ames/Campustown

ISU Research Park grows campus footprint & expands relationships
Fourteen buildings dot the landscape at Iowa State University’s 220-acre Research Park, four miles
south of the ISU campus on land originally owned by ISU Foundation, and nearby to Ames Municipal
Airport. Two more buildings are under construction as 70-plus tenants already occupy office space
that amounts to more than 600,000 square feet. For much
of its 25 years, ISU Research Park has focused energy to
assist start-ups, as 40-plus companies have “graduated” to
form a network that adds 2,500 employees to the state
economy.
The next additions are part of two development phases
that will add 176 acres and bring square footage of the
Ames office space to 1 million, with approximately 3,000
Iowa State University Research Park
employees and total salaries in the $174-million range.
Current tenants include Boehringer Ingleheim, Vermeer, John Deere and Merck.

Research Park successes endure to spur additional growth
One prominent success story from ISURP touts 15-year successes by NewLink
Genetics, which has used laboratory space and created an Ebola vaccine in
conjunction with Merck, one of the world’s largest pharmaceutical companies.
NewLink specializes, in part, in the commercialization of immune-oncology
products.
Steve Carter, ISU
Research Park
director.

Active engagement with the university has expanded relationships and developed
meaningful collaborations. Companies are encouraged to utilize Iowa State’s
research infrastructure.
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NewLink Genetics headquarters building in Ames.
“We don’t just rent space, we build relationships,” ISU Research Park director Steve Carter said.
“We give them a reason to be here. We do purposeful programming to bring people together. That
kind of synergy is what we try to stimulate.
“We connect them with things they’ve never thought of and work as an asset for anyone trying to
develop their ideas. This is a great trade asset.”
Phase II growth capitalized on an economic development initiative from former ISU President
Steven Leath. Research park amenities as part of the build-out phase have included a bakery/coffee
restaurant-bar, 60,000 sq/ft fitness center, health clinic, child care center and future multi-use trails
and gradual inclusion into the Ames park system/bike paths and Greater Iowa trail network.
Flint Hills Region takeaways:
• Research complements can be similar for K-State to ISU; builds promotion levels to
national/international companies
• Long-term synergy with university as byproduct of companies brought into park, and
evidenced around Ames community
• Space creation devoted to entrepreneurial community w/o high density
• Wealth creation was emphatic part of park’s existence and future self-sustenance
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Inter-Region
Visit Reception
Flint Hills Inter-Region
Visit travel members
were hosted at an
Oct. 2 reception at
ISU Research Park.
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“You need to take pride
in the fact that what is
being built in Manhattan
is one of the most unique
facilities in the world.”
-- Dr. Marcus Kehrli, NADC Director at Ames facility

National Bio/Agro-Defense Facility (NBAF):
How to leverage federal-state-city relationships
Dr. Marcus Kehrli explained how NBAF will have government oversight from multiple departments
and also operate within the parameters of multiple agencies, primary among these Department of
Homeland Security. Kehrli instructed on how to leverage relationships, based on his USDA
experience, in correlation to what will be 400-staff NBAF operations.
Outreach programs will effectively enhance relationships to local
business and civic groups, with workshops and scientific conferences
to further embellish the concept of operational functionality for
Manhattan stakeholders.
Kehrli directs the National Animal Disease Center in Ames, a USDA
Agriculture Research center. He made comparisons of Ames’ Level 3
Dr. Marcus Kehrli, USDA lab director. facility with impending procedures at Level 4 facility operations for
the Manhattan laboratories (National and Bio- and Agro-Defense Facility).
“You need to take pride in the fact that what is being built in Manhattan is one of the most unique
facilities in the world,” Kehrli said.
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NBAF’s holds lofty place among Global Animal Health Centers
Once Plum Island closes in lieu of NBAF, only four other Global Animal Health Centers will have
worldwide research operations (plus Ames); one more exists in North America (National Centres for
Animal Disease, Winnipeg, Canada). The others are in Europe (England, Germany) and Australia.
As government authorities maintain full control over NBAF, federal staffing will discharge roles in
management, operations and research support
positions for the space in north campus
corridor.
“These labs are incredibly expensive to
operate,” Kehrli said. “You cannot begin to
imagine how careful scientists have to work to
keep the animals in good health. It’s very
meticulous work. These are not your average
federal employees.”

Global Animal Health Centers
Ames IA: National Centers for Animal Health
❖ Greenport NY: Plum Island Animal Disease Center
❖ Riems, Germany: Friedrich Loeffler Institute
Geelong, Australia: Australian Animal Health Laboratory
❖ Pirbright UK: Institute for Animal Health
Winnipeg, Canada: National Centres for Animal Disease
❖

❖

❖

State-of-the-art, biocontainment laboratory
Staff will embrace new protocols with introduction to improved operations machinery above the
standards in place at Plum Island (off Long Island), Greenport, N.Y. For those unaware of NBAF’s
advanced construction on K-State campus, the facility is scheduled to scale to full operations in
2022.
From the NBAF website: “(NBAF) will be a state-of-the-art, biocontainment laboratory for the
study of diseases that threaten both America’s animal agricultural industry and public health. NBAF
will strengthen our nation’s ability to conduct research, develop vaccines, diagnose emerging
diseases and train veterinarians.”
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Community collaborations have keyed success
Community-wide collaboration among the collective Manhattan region, Kansas State University and
outreach to multiple stakeholders -- state and federal legislators among them -- only enhances
perception of NBAF’s actual impact for the north-central Kansas region.
These collaborations include research institutions with similar research
goals, pharmaceutical and other industry, commodity and veterinary
groups, other government agencies and even global partnerships. While
facility access is highly restrictive, NBAF scientists should regularly
assert the global importance of daily research operations in Manhattan.
Kehrli suggests to mirror NADC’s educational efforts in the community: science fairs in Riley
County middle schools; community open house displays; science training labs on campus. ISU’s
NADC director referenced “research shots on goal,” i.e., the direct correlation between colossal
communications exertions to expand community knowledge around NBAF, and receipt of continual
research funding.
Relationships within the community, Kehrli directed, are what drive collaboration for the entire
project. The scale of operations need to be grasped on the national scale of importance that NBAF
will possess. Leadership must convey how NBAF makes a difference in national animal health and
food safety.
“We get invited to talk about what we do,” Kehrli said. “Educating your community about what
NBAF does for this nation (will be) important. As the business community understands what we do
in the community, that’s important.
“Reach out to state and federal officials … let them see what it is that people have to do to operate
that facility safely. They need to be in that building and take a tour. There’s no reason local business
can’t introduce themselves to people at that facility and help build those relationships.”
Flint Hills Region takeaways:
• Different entities have stakeholder involvement, and thus interest, with the lab
• Stakeholder group necessity for community buy-in and understanding
• International connections, talk w/ Russian counterparts
• Set realistic expectations for regional impact of lab
• Ensure legislative representatives are attuned to NBAF funding at adequate levels
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Quality of Life panel: Ames amenities via parks & public art
Art is an emphasis in Downtown Ames and selected regions of the city. As well, Downtown Ames
offers dining, live entertainment and shopping with Main Street-programs that include art walks,
country nights concerts and the city-wide Independence Day celebration.
“It creates a vibe; it creates a place people want to be,” said Main Street executive
director Cindy Hicks.

Kerry Anne Dixon,
facilities, planning
and management

Iowa State University played a significant role to enhance the city’s public art
emphasis, which includes paintings and sculptures at highly-trafficked
intersections, city squares and in public neighborhoods. The Ames Public Arts
Commission annually sponsors an outdoor sculpture exhibition, which can be
purchased and placed on display for public consumption.

Kerry Anne Dixon, ISU project manager of facilities planning and management, says artwork hasn’t
been without controversy but has been an entertaining manner of community interaction. “Art is to
stimulate discussion,” Dixon offered.

Ames Parks and Recreation Department
Ames PRD presents aquatics, children’s choir and pre-school programs among its offerings from a
25-person staff. Start smart lacrosse and parent-child dance classes are among rare classes
community members find from Ames PRD. Basketball, tennis, tumbling and tae kwon do are
among more youth/adult program offerings in the city.
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“We’re really trying to broaden amenities like aquatics,” said Keith Abraham, director of Ames parks
and recreation department. “We try not to duplicate what other people are doing.”
For instance, Hunziker Youth Sports Complex in
southern Ames (3 miles off Interstate 35) maintains
much of the outdoor youth tournaments in
baseball/softball and soccer. Five miles west, All-Iowa
Attack Basketball Fieldhouse runs its own teams,
tournaments and operations.
Keith Abraham, Ames Parks and Recreation director
The Attack facility exists three miles from Hilton
Coliseum on campus, and gave birth to the NBA career of Harrison Barnes with the Dallas
Mavericks. “They run a lot of those tournaments through there. Occasionally, if there’s an overflow
they will rent from us, but we don’t get into too much of that,” Abraham said.

Among the city’s miscellaneous parks/trails offerings:

Ames band shell hosts summer concerts.

• Provides $100,000 annually into its park
development plan, and leaves funds alone until
the PRD discovers an essential demand.
• Features 20 miles of trails within the parks
system; most concrete/asphalt, grass or dirt.
• Healthiest Ames non-profit organization
handles much of the fitness/wellness
promotions throughout the community.
• PRD’s gauged response to community program
interest: “Don’t find customers for your
programs; find programs for your customers.”

Flint Hills Region takeaways:
• Pursuance for façade grant to upgrade street-facing building improvements
• City budgets $800,000 to $1M in taxed funds for parks, trails, etc.
• Hunziker Youth Sports Complex and All-Iowa Attack are private operations, apart from
APRD, and coordinates good portion of the outdoor sports (Hunziker) and
basketball/volleyball (Attack)
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Trust and transparency guide Greater Omaha ED Partnership
The Greater Omaha Chamber of Commerce champions a thriving business community through
economic development, visionary leadership and collaboration. The comprehensive partnership (bistate, 8-county) agreement brings together all of the economic development organizations of these
entities: Advance SW Iowa Corp.; Cass County (Neb.) Economic
Development; Gateway Development Corp.; Greater Fremont
Development Council; Greater Omaha Chamber; and Sarpy
County Economic Development Corp.

“We try to grow the pie,
not shrink the pie; expand
the region and not just
re-shuffle it.”

Regional Economic Development champion
Greater Omaha promotes its strong economic aptitude in terms
of having far more to offer than what’s often designated in
media outlets as “flyover country”. ZipRecruiter has rated Greater
Omaha No. 3 in the U.S. among Best Cities to Find a Job (2016).
Nebraska’s most densely-populated region builds on statistics
like this to makes a very clever play on words for its business
slogan: We Don’t Coast.

Randy Thelen, Greater Omaha

Omaha has expanded its overall population by 7 percent when it
includes all of the Greater Omaha, eight-county region among its
workforce. This doesn’t merely produce an increase in workforce data – one significant byproduct
of regional collaboration -- but also several economic advantages.
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Greater Omaha Regional benefits:
•
•
•

Commercial real estate availability (variety of specifications and locations)
Lower business costs and available incentive potentials
Categorical influence to prove pro-business inducements

Six county entities office with the Greater Omaha Chamber of Commerce. That builds trust, said
Randy Thelen, Senior VP Economic Development for the Greater Omaha EDP. Thelen noted how
an “army of people” were behind region’s effort to attract a 150,000-square-foot Costco store to La
Vista in Sarpy County, nearby to a Cabela’s Outdoor Sports
Store in the southwest regional area of Omaha.
Prosper Omaha
“This enables them to stay in sync in terms of work progress,”
Thelen said. “It builds trust among the partnership.
Everybody in our partnership is on the same payroll. Same
human resources requirements, all the behind the scenes
(work) falls on the HR dept. It’s the behind the scenes stuff
… the structure, that makes it special.

Greater Omaha’s latest ED

“We’re trying to grow the pie, not shrink the pie; expand the
region and not just re-shuffle it.”

for over 20 years. More info at

Partnership funding program
continues a tradition of focused,
economic development activity
that companies, foundations and
individuals have been investing in
selectgreateromaha.com

Trust and transparency were the operative words among the
regional partnership. Thelen called a theoretical business move from Omaha to Council Bluffs,
Iowa, a “zero sum gain,” as intra-region squabbles yield to regional economic expansion successes.
In early October, the group was scheduled to meet with a conglomeration of Silicon Valley
corporate affiliates. Now that’s what you can call progress.
The successes include Fortune 1000 companies Berkshire Hathaway, Cargill, ConAgra Foods and $1
billion Google data center operation (Council Bluffs).
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Lisa Scheve with Gateway Development, founded in 1989, said it’s all about having a seat at the
table. Gateway (Washington County, north of Omaha, eastern Nebraska state border) partnered
with Greater Omaha in 2002.
“By being part of the collective group, you can see more of these opportunities come in,” Scheve
said. “We all share the costs of being able to bring resources together, and that is beneficial to
growth opportunities.”
Flint Hills Region takeaways:
• ED corporations requested permission to join Greater Omaha EDP, then agreed to terms of
the partnership; this measure showed belief in the culture, initiatives and over-reaching goals
• Client management system; they were subsidizing smaller communities w/o charging back costs
• Knowledge of Greater Omaha strengths and where assets lied in
• Private investments are the facilitating “driver” to the overall operation
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Inter-Region Visit conclusions
The energy, excitement and momentum of the Flint Hills Inter-Region Visit was carried into a postvisit retrospective at Bank of the Flint Hills. Long-term tactical action plans continue to develop as a
result of the trip, and conclusions gathered from each of the Ames and Omaha visits.
The management of Ames’ sustained growth for the last decade-plus was an enviable quality that
many on the trip noted. More of the inter-region visit group’s focus moving forward will be on the
manner in which Ames has succeeded and the economic development progressions which Ames has
administered.

10-Year Enrollment Comparison
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Iowa State

Iowa State University’s growth in student enrollment numbers was not lost on the Flint Hills IRV
group, especially given Kansas State University’s declining enrollment in each of the last four years.
“There is not one thing that could have a bigger impact from an economic development perspective than to
have 10,000 more college students,” said Matt Crocker, Manhattan Chamber’s new chair of the board.
“Kansas State is interwoven into this business community, and we need to be very careful to recognize that.”
Past inter-region visits have triggered big ideas, and some have already been implemented. For Manhattan
public school classrooms, one such takeaway is the “Classroom to Career” business-and-classroom
association, which was an enterprise of the 2016 Northwest Arkansas visit.
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The Greater Omaha Economic Development Partnership has paid enormous dividends for southeast
Nebraska and southwestern Iowa regions. Without question, Greater Omaha region’s success was part of the
conceptual blueprint for which the Greater Manhattan Economic Partnership (GMEP) developed.
GMEP Vice-Chair Nancy Burton indicated GMEP’s structure was adapted from other Midwest regional
economic development organizations that include Northwest Arkansas Council and Cedar Valley (Iowa)
Regional Partnership along with Greater Omaha.
Manhattan Area Chamber of Commerce and Pottawatomie County Economic Development Corporation are
the initial partners in the formation of GMEP. Reflective of Omaha’s success, GMEP seeks to position the
Greater Manhattan area as a commercial destination where professional careers flourish, with a stated goal to
“create new jobs and increase tax revenues in our communities”.
This is a new beginning for the Greater Manhattan area’s economic future,” Crocker said in a GMEP release
announcing the partnership. “The best way to achieve a successful national brand is to pool our resources as
a region.”

Next Inter-Region Visit
There is no trip planned for 2018, as Flint Hills Region leadership will focus on implementation of
Greater Manhattan Project results. The inter-region visit trip is expected to return in 2019, with Fort
Collins, Colorado, among the cities under consideration.

Challenges
✓

Locate regional locations with comparable demographics to the Greater Manhattan region

✓

Make an aggregate determination for regional selection within 6-hour drive window

✓

Considerations for additional trip costs and time investment (whether air travel factors into the
equation)
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